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system (CNS) tissue destruction. We hypothesized that mathematical  modeling-guided   combination of 
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Fig. 1. MRI grading procedure. Representative MRI images demonstrate different grades for fifteen MRI variables (a–o). T2LL [a] was defined as number of lesions (larger than
3 mm in diameter) showing high signal on T2WI or FLAIR images in the supratentorial brain. The number of T2LL was categorized as: 0¼None, 1¼1–4 lesions, 2¼5–10
lesions, 3¼more than 10 lesions, and 4¼more than 10 and confluent lesions. BHFr [b] was defined as the percentage of T2 lesions that have appearance of black holes on
T1WI (i.e. show comparable intensity as CSF). 1¼None (no black holes present), 2¼ less than 50% of lesions are black holes, and 3¼50% or more lesions are black holes. To
assess cerebral atrophy [c], we considered both ventricular size and width of cortical sulci, best appreciated on axial cuts through insular cortex or vertex. Presented
examples focus on difference in ventricular size. 0¼None (no visible atrophy of ventricles or sulci), 1¼Mild (mild increase in ventricular size or visible atrophy, but often only
focal increase in sulci width), 2¼Moderate (considerable enlargement of lateral ventricles, definite enlargement of the third ventricle or more wide-spread broadening of the
sulci) and 3¼Severe (concomitant severe atrophy of ventricles and sulci that leads to diffuse reduction of visible brain tissue). Presence of deep gray matter lesions (GML) [h]
was evaluated in thalamus, lenticulate nuclei and caudate nuclei (both head of the cause and tail) by using T2WI/FLAIR as well as T1WI/MP-RAGE, although only FLAIR
images are depicted. 0¼Absent, 1¼Present. Contrast-enhancing lesions (CEL; [o]) were identified on post-contrast T1WI in reference to pre-contrast T1- and T2WI/FLAIR and
quantified as 0¼None, 0.5¼1 CEL, 0.75¼2–5 CELs, 1¼more than 5 CELs. Evaluation of infratentorial lesion load for brainstem [i], cerebellum [j], and medulla and upper
cervical spinal cord [k] were defined on T2WI/proton density images and T2WI/STIR images (for CS lesions). Lesions were verified on T1WI/MP-RAGE. 0¼None, 1¼1 lesion,
2¼2�4 lesions, 3¼more than 4 lesions or large/confluent lesions. Level of atrophy of brainstem [l] and cerebellum [m], were evaluated on axial and sagittal of T1WI/MP-
RAGE images. For brainstem rating: 0¼None, 1¼Mild (mild flattening of the pons with visible enlargement of the 4th ventricle or widening of the interpeduncular cistern
with mild flattening of cerebral peduncles), 2¼Moderate/Severe (severe atrophy of the mesencephalon with small cerebral peduncles and large interpeduncular cistern and
definite flattening of pons with enlarged cisterna pontis). For cerebellar rating: 0¼None, 1¼Mild (mild widening of cerebellar sulci and narrowing of middle cerebellar
peduncles), 2¼Moderate/Severe (clear widening of cerebellar sulci, prominent atrophy of the 4th ventricle and middle cerebellar peduncles). Atrophy of the medulla and
upper cervical spinal cord [n] was evaluated on sagittal and axial T2WI and T1WI/MP-RAGE and rated as 0¼None, 1¼Mild (segmental atrophy at a single level) 2¼Moderate
(mild diffuse or 1–3 focal atrophy segments visible by naked eye, but with 450% of thickness preserved compared to non-affected area), 3¼Severe (diffusely atrophied
spinal cord or 43 focal atrophy segments or o50% of SC thickness preserved). Abbreviations: FLAIR¼fluid-attenuation inversion recovery, MP-RAGE¼Magnetization
Prepared Rapid Gradient Echo, STIR¼Short TI Inversion Recovery, T1WI¼T1-weighted image, T2WI¼T2-weighted image, T1 w Gad¼T1-weighted image after IV injection of
contrast agent, yellow arrows¼examples of lesions or focal atrophy.
while many lesions, equally destructive, when located in sub-
cortical white matter may have little impact on disability. In con-
trast to localization-dependency of clinical outcomes, a biomarker
of CNS tissue destruction should reflect damage to CNS cells irre-
spective of their localization. Consequently, this undesired feature
of clinical scales makes alternative measures of CNS tissue de-
struction, especially those obtained by magnetic resonance ima-
ging (MRI) highly attractive. Indeed, MRI of the brain is routinely
performed by neurologists caring for patients with chronic CNS
diseases such as multiple sclerosis (MS), making quantitative MRI
(qMRI) measures of CNS tissue destruction, such as brain atrophy,
favorite candidate(s). Generation of qMRI data of high quality is
time- and skill-demanding process that often requires filtering out
considerable proportion of scans due to poor technical quality.
Additionally, qMRI data are critically influenced by hardware, se-
quence parameters and post-processing methods. Consequently,
data generated by different groups are not readily comparable
(Chard et al., 2002; Jones et al., 2013).



Table 1
Semi-quantitative rating scores of MRIs and coefficients for linear equations determined by mathematical modeling.

MRI category Verbal grade Numerical code Mathematically-optimized COMRIS models (coefficient “weights” for
linear equation)

COMRIS-PDO-EDSS COMRIS-PDO-SNRS COMRIS-CDO-SDMT

[a] T2 lesion load (T2LL) None 0 0 0 �1.94
Mild (o5 small lesions) 1
Moderate (5–10 lesions) 2
Severe (410 lesions) 3
Severe and confluent 4

[b] T1 black hole fraction None 1 0 0 0
o50% 2
450% 3

[c] Atrophy None 0 0.22 �1.95 �3.83
Mild 1
Moderate 2
Severe 3

[d] Periventricular (PV) lesions Absent 0 0 0 0
Present 1

[e] Juxtacortical/cortical (JC) lesions Absent 0 0 0 0
Present 1

[f] Corpus Callosum (CC) involvement Absent 0 0 0 0
Present 1

[g] Mostly deep white matter (WM)
lesions

Absent 0 0 0 0
Present 1

[h] Deep grey matter (GM) lesions Absent 0 0 0 �1.34
Present 1

[i] Brainstem lesion load (LL) None 0 0.39 �4.29 �2.31
Mild (1 lesion) 1
Moderate (2–4 lesions) 2
Severe (44 lesions/
confluent)

3

[j] Cerebellum lesion load None 0 0 0 �2.18
Mild (1 lesion) 1
Moderate (2–4 lesions) 2
Severe (44 lesions/
confluent)

3

[k] Medulla and Upper Cervical lesion
load

None 0 0.84 �5.29 0
Mild (1 lesion) 1
Moderate (2–4 lesions) 2
Severe (44 lesions/
confluent)

3

[l] Brainstem atrophy None 0 0 0 0
Mild 1
Moderate/Severe 2

[m] Cerebellum atrophy None 0 0.32 �1.27 0
Mild 1
Moderate/Severe 2

[n] Medulla and Upper Cervical atrophy None 0 0.69 �5.71 0
Mild 1
Moderate 2
Severe 3

[o] Contrast-enhancing lesion load None 0 0 0 0



Table 1 (continued )

MRI category Verbal grade Numerical code Mathematically-optimized COMRIS models (coefficient “weights” for
linear equation)

COMRIS-PDO-EDSS COMRIS-PDO-SNRS COMRIS-CDO-SDMT

Mild (1 small lesion) 0.5
Moderate (1–5 lesions) 0.75
Severe (45 lesions) 1

Age 0.04 �0.28 �0.26
Intersection at [0, y] �0.54 107.29 71.08

The table summarizes grading scores (verbal and numerical) of 15 MRI scores (a–o) utilized for calculation of different COMRIS scores and coefficients for linear equation for
variables selected by mathematical modeling using three different models (EDSS model, SNRS model and SDMT model). EDSS¼expanded disability status scale,
SNRS¼Scripps neurological rating scale, SDMT¼symbol digit modalities test, COMRIS-PDO-EDSS¼combinatorial MRI scale – physical disability optimized by EDSS, COMRIS-
PDO-SNRS¼ combinatorial MRI scale – physical disability optimized by SNRS, COMRIS-CDO-SDMT¼combinatorial MRI scale – cognitive disability optimized by SDMT.
We hypothesized that it may be possible to devise a more
universal (i.e. applicable across different hardware/sequence
combinations), reproducible and clinically relevant scale of CNS
tissue destruction based on disability-guided combination of
multiple semi-quantitative assessments of conventional clinical
brain MRIs. We report the construction of such an MRI scale that
we named Combinatorial MRI Scale (COMRIS) and its optimiza-
tion/validation process.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Participants

The study was approved by the National Institutes of Health
Institutional Review Board and all participants provided written
informed consent. Two patient cohorts (Supplemental Table 1)
were prospectively acquired between 5/2007 and 9/2014. Diag-
nostic work-up included MRI of the brain and upper cervical spinal
cord (SC). The diagnoses of relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS), pri-
mary progressive MS (PPMS) and secondary progressive MS
(SPMS) were based on published diagnostic criteria (Polman et al.,
2011). Remaining subjects were classified as either other in-
flammatory neurological disorders (OIND) or non-inflammatory
neurological disorders (NIND) based on the evidence of intrathecal
inflammation. Subjects were not treated by disease-modifying
therapies.

2.2. Clinical scales

The following clinical scales were prospectively collected. The
expanded disability status scale (EDSS) (Kurtzke, 1983), which
represents the “gold standard” in MS. The more universal Scripps
neurological rating scale (SNRS) (Sipe et al., 1984), which offers a
greater range of scores (100 compared to 20 for EDSS) with more
linear behavior. Symbol digit modalities test (SDMT), which has
been proposed as a reliable scale of cognitive impairment in MS
patients (Parmenter et al., 2007).

2.3. MRI acquisition

MRIs were performed on 1.5 T and 3 T Signa units (General
Electric, Milwaukee, WI) and 3 T Skyra (Siemens, Malvern PA)
equipped with standard clinical head and spinal cord imaging
coils. MRI pulse sequences used for grading included FLAIR, PD/T2
weighted images, pre- and post-contrast (gadopentetate di-
meglumine at 0.1 mmol/kg) T1-weighted image for brain scans,
T1-weighted scan in the sagittal plane, T2- weighted scan in both
sagittal and axial planes, and a short-tau inversion recovery scan
in the sagittal plane for the cervical SC. Sequence details are in the
Supplemental Methods.

2.4. Grading of MRI scans

Scoring of telencephalon focused on T2 lesion load (T2LL; [a]),
T1 black hole fraction (BHFr; [b]; a proportion of T2 lesions that
have appearance of black holes on post-contrast T1-weighted
image), cerebral atrophy [c] and qualitative identification of peri-
ventricular (PV) lesions [d], juxtacortical/cortical (JC) lesions [e],
involvement of corpus callosum (CC) [f], predominance of deep
white matter (WM) lesions [g], and presence of deep gray matter
(GM) lesions [h]. Evaluation of infratentorium comprised grading
of lesion load (LL) and level of atrophy for brainstem [i,l], cere-
bellum [j,m], and medulla and upper cervical SC [k,n]. Contrast-
enhancing lesions (CELs; [o]) were quantified in reference to pre-
contrast T1- and T2-weighted scans (more details in Fig. 1 legend).

2.5. Mathematical modeling

Optimization of the combinatorial scale was performed by the
least square methodology described in detail in the Supplemental
methods.

2.6. Statistical analyses

For variables that did not follow the normal distribution, Box-
Cox transformation was applied. To evaluate the association be-
tween different MRI/clinical measures and diagnostic groups, one-
way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed, with Tukey’s
correction for pair-wise multiple comparisons, using SAS software
version 9.2. The correlation between different variables was eval-
uated by Spearman correlation methods (GraphPad Prism 6). Due
to multiple-comparison, we considered po0.01 as statistically
significant.
3. Results

3.1. Construction of COMRIS

First, we selected those aspects of MRI imaging that reflect CNS
tissue destruction based on publication knowledge (Bielekova
et al., 2005; Bieniek et al., 2006; Filippi et al., 1995; Fisher et al.,
2000; Fisniku et al., 2008; Truyen et al., 1996; Zivadinov and
Bakshi, 2004) (Table 1). Because we expected that lesion location
will have decisive influence on disability, we rated lesion load and
atrophy separately for four structures that may differ in their in-
volvement between individual patients: 1. Supratentorial brain; 2.
Brainstem (pons, mesencephalon); 3. Cerebellum (including su-
perior, middle and inferior cerebellar peduncles); and 4. Medulla
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Fig. 2. Correlations of mathematically optimized COMRIS scales with clinical disability in different patient cohorts. Correlation of COMRIS-PDO-EDSS with clinically mea-
sured EDSS, COMRIS-PDO-SNRS with clinically measured SNRS, and COMRIS-CDO-SDMT with clinically measured SDMT in the (A) discovery cohort, (B) validation cohort,
and (C) MS-only cohort. (A–C) Black lines represent the best linear fit to plotted values, (B–C) blue dotted lines represent the best linear fit from the respective discovery
cohort correlation, n¼number of patients analyzed. Abbreviations: EDSS¼expanded disability status scale, SNRS¼Scripps neurological rating scale, SDMT¼symbol digit
modalities test, COMRIS-PDO-EDSS¼combinatorial MRI scale – physical disability optimized by EDSS, COMRIS-PDO-SNRS¼ combinatorial MRI scale – physical disability
optimized by SNRS, COMRIS-CDO-SDMT¼combinatorial MRI scale – cognitive disability optimized by SDMT.
and upper CS. In the supratentorial brain, we also rated BHFr as a
measure of lesion-destructiveness (Bielekova et al., 2005) and
added qualitative description of the presence or absence of peri-
ventricular, juxtacortical, corpus callosum, deep WM and deep GM
lesions. Next, for each selected MRI element, we devised semi-
quantitative rating steps (with analogous numerical codes) that
seemed logical (e.g. none, mild, moderate and severe atrophy) and
time-efficient (i.e. for calculation of T2LL). Consequently, the
quantification of T2LL focused on lower number of lesions (i.e. up
to ten in the supratentorial brain and up to four in the remaining
structures) with the goal to provide discriminatory value in pa-
tients in early stages of disease process ( Brex et al., 2002), when
atrophy is not yet visible with the naked eye.

We then retrospectively rated MRIs from 419 untreated sub-
jects while being blinded to their prospectively acquired clinical
scores. All MRI elements were found to positively correlate with
disability (EDSS, SNRS, and SDMT), with the exception of CELs and
qualitative description of predominance of deep WM lesions in
supratentorial brain (Supplemental Fig. 1). Analysis of the rating
steps demonstrated that we were not able to reproducibly differ-
entiate subjects with moderate versus severe atrophy of the
brainstem and cerebellum and therefore these two categories
were collapsed into a single rating step (Moderate/Severe; Fig. 1).

3.2. Mathematical modeling

We employed mathematical modeling to select/validate those
MRI “building blocks” (i.e. MRI elements and their rating) of the
combinatorial scale of CNS tissue destruction that are biologically
meaningful and non-redundant. If selected MRI characteristics are



capturing CNS tissue destructions, then mathematical models can
“assemble” these non-redundant MRI elements into models that
will have high correlations with clinical scales of physical (i.e. EDSS
and SNRS) versus cognitive (i.e. SDMT) disability.

Indeed, the least-square methodology combined with leave-
one-out-cross-validation revealed redundancy in MRI parameters;
the mean square error in cross-validation was the lowest when
only five to seven different variables comprised the model (Sup-
plemental Fig. 2A). We therefore selected six variables per model.

Intriguingly, age ranked as the top variable in every optimized
model (Supplemental Fig. 2B), consistent with epidemiological
observations that MS-related disability is strongly influenced by
age (Confavreux and Vukusic, 2006). Out of five remaining critical
variables in EDSS and SNRS models (which overlapped sig-
nificantly) infratentorial MRI parameters were the strongest de-
terminants of physical disability, representing four out of five top
MRI elements, followed by brain atrophy (Table 1). The main dif-
ference between EDSS and SNRS resided in selecting cerebellum
atrophy [m] in the EDSS model, whereas deep GM lesions [h] was
selected in the SNRS model (Supplemental Fig. 2B). Because of the
significant correlation between EDSS and SNRS (Spearman r¼0.93,
po0.0001) and the historical preference for EDSS, we chose the
six highest ranking variables selected by the EDSS model (Table 1)
to calculate two physical disability scales: COMRIS-PDO-EDSS
(Physical Disability Optimized by EDSS) and COMRIS-PDO-SNRS
(Physical Disability Optimized by SNRS). The COMRIS-predicted
EDSS and SNRS show statistically highly significant (po0.0001)
Spearman correlations (0.75 and 0.76) with clinically measured
EDSS and SNRS, respectively (Fig. 2A)

In contrast, different MRI parameters were selected by the
model optimized for SDMT, namely brain atrophy [c], supra-
tentorial T2LL [a], brainstem LL [i], cerebellum LL [j], and supra-
tentorial deep GM lesions [h] (Table 1; Supplemental Fig. 2B).
Thus, we named this model COMRIS-CDO-SDMT (Cognitive Dis-
ability Optimized by SDMT) and it shows significant (po0.0001)
Spearman correlation (0.65) with clinically measured SDMT
(Fig. 2A).

3.3. Validation of disability-optimized COMRIS models

We validated physical- or cognitive-disability optimized ver-
sions of COMRIS in an independent cohort of 114 untreated sub-
jects (MRI graded, but not utilized for mathematical modeling). All
three MRI scores show highly statistically significant (po0.0001)
Spearman correlation coefficients (0.71, 0.73, and 0.49 for EDSS,
SNRS, and SDMT, respectively) comparable to those calculated for
the discovery cohort (Fig. 2B).

For the research groups only interested in MS, we assessed
performance of COMRIS in an MS sub-cohort: we observed com-
parable, significant (po0.0001) correlations of clinical measures
with the predicted scores (Spearman correlations of 0.73, 0.75, and
0.68 for EDSS, SNRS, and SDMT, respectively) as in the discovery
cohort (Fig. 2C).

To address potential influence of scanner/field/sequences, we
re-analyzed correlations between COMRIS-predicted scores and
clinical disability scales for the subgroup of subjects that were
acquired on the 1.5 T scanner (3–5 mm cuts, n¼91) versus 3 T
scanners (1 mm3 resolution, n¼105). In both sub-cohorts, we va-
lidated statistical significance of correlations between COMRIS-
predicted and clinical scales, even though the strength of corre-
lations was higher for 3 T cohort (Spearman coefficients between
predicted and measured clinical scales for EDSS/SNRS/SDMT
r¼0.58/0.58/0.44 for 1.5 T cohort and r¼0.82/0.85/0.67 for 3 T
cohort).

Finally, to address reproducibility of the ratings, we calculated
intra- and inter-rater variability for 20 selected subjects that were
tested independently by each rater, at two separate time points.
The mean intra-rater variability for all COMRIS-predicted clinical
scales was less than 5% (0.5–4.8% for EDSS, 0.6–1.7% for SNRS and
0.5–1% for SDMT). The intra-rater variability was larger, but still
below 10% for all COMRIS-predicted clinical scales (6.9% for EDSS,
5.0% for SNRS and 2.4% for SDMT).

3.4. Universal COMRIS scale for translational studies

Mathematical modeling confirmed intuitive understanding
that utilized clinical scales reflect only some aspects of clinical
disability. Furthermore, as postulated in the introduction (and
validated by mathematical models), lesion location has decisive
influence on physical versus cognitive disability. In contrast, a
biomarker of CNS tissue destruction should not be influenced by
lesion location.

Therefore, while mathematical modeling selected subgroup of
tested MRI elements as biologically meaningful and non-re-
dundant, these endorsed MRI “building blocks” need to be re-as-
sembled differently to reflect CNS tissue destruction globally.
However, there is no “gold standard” measure of CNS tissue de-
struction that can be used for mathematical modeling. Conse-
quently, we can device only a conceptual model based on current
knowledge, with the understanding that such model inevitably
represents only the initial step in subsequent re-iterative process
of experimentation based model refinement, according to the
principles of systems biology (Bielekova et al., 2014). To emphasize
that following model represents only this initial step, we will
designate it COMRIS-CTD-v1 (Combinatorial MRI Scale of CNS
Tissue Destruction version 1).

Volumetrically, supratentorial brain represents approximately
70% of the CNS, whereas brainstem, cerebellum and spinal cord
the remaining 30%. Therefore, we need to re-assemble validated
MRI elements into comparable absolute parts (in terms of maximal
achievable score), which will then be multiplied by 0.7 for the
supratentorial brain and 0.3 for the infratentorial brain. Based on
the correlations with disability, atrophy of the supratentorial brain
reflects more strongly CNS tissue destruction than T2LL (Rudick
et al., 2000; Barkhof, 1999 and current study). Additionally T1
hypo-intensities with T1 values similar to CSF (i.e. black holes)
have been validated in the context of MRI-pathological correla-
tions as a marker of axonal damage (Barkhof et al., 2000), even
though corresponding MRI element (i.e. BHFr) was not selected by
current mathematical models. We consider two plausible ex-
planations for this discrepancy: First, it is a possibility that a priori
selection of the 50% cut-off is not optimal; second possibility,
which we deem more relevant, is the fact that BHFr has to be
considered within the context of the T2LL, because by definition it
represents proportion of T2LL that has an appearance of black
holes. Because mathematical models did not consider partial
quadratic terms, the biologically most relevant combinatorial
marker (i.e. T2LL*BHFr) was not analyzed. Finally, the last supra-
tentorial MRI element selected as biologically-meaningful by
modeling is the presence of deep GM lesions; and the models
assigned this parameter similar importance (weight) as T2LL. One
of the possible explanations for this observation is that presence of
deep GM lesions is a surrogate of more wide-spread GM pathology
because it’s been demonstrated that cortical and deep GM lesions
almost always co-exist (Kutzelnigg et al., 2005). This has an im-
portant implication, because deep GM represents less than 5% of
supratentorial brain volume, whereas all GM is close to 50%.
Consequently, the assumption of surrogacy of deep GM lesions for
the general GM pathology enhances the proportional “weight” of
this contributing element 10-fold in comparison to its pure volu-
metric consideration, which is consistent with its weight assigned
by the mathematical models.



Due to technical difficulties with obtaining reliable volumetric
MRI data in the infratentorial CNS compartment, there is lesser
knowledge about relationships between T2LL and atrophy in the
remaining three sections. Mathematical models assigned com-
parable weights to T2LL and atrophy in cerebellum and medulla/
CS, but actually did not select brainstem atrophy in any of the
models. We believe that this reflects inability of the raters to re-
liably assess brainstem atrophy by naked eye, rather than the lack
of its biological relevance.

Synthesizing all of this knowledge and conceptual reasoning,
we developed the following formula for the COMRIS-CTD-v1:

COMRIS-CTD-v1¼0.7*(supratentorial MRI elements; max score
35)þ0.3*(infratentorial MRI elements; max score 35)

COMRIS-CTD-v1¼0.7*([a]*[b]þ6*[c]þ5*[h])þ0.3*(2.5*([i]þ
[j]þ[k]þ[m]þ[n]))

The “weights” (i.e. multiplication coefficients) in this formula
are selected so that the atrophy of the supratentorial brain [c]
gives higher absolute number (i.e. 6*3¼18) than the highest
possible score obtained by supratentorial lesions (i.e.
T2LL*BHFr¼4*3¼12) and the deep GM lesions [h] contribute ap-
proximately ten times higher values than what would be expected
from their volumetric proportion. In the infratentorial brain, all
five elements selected as biologically-meaningful in the mathe-
matical models are weighted equally and multiplication coefficient
is simply selected to give equal maximal absolute value of 35 for
the infratentorial CNS, as for the supratentorial brain.

While validation/refinement of COMRIS-CTD-v1 has to come
from follow-up studies (e.g. by modeling based on CSF biomarkers
of CNS tissue destruction), there are few logical assumptions that
one can make about biomarker of CNS tissue destruction: the
disease duration should have stronger influence on the biomarker
than age and while it should correlate with disability, the corre-
lations should be lower in comparison to disability-optimized
COMRIS versions. We tested these expectations and observed that
they were all fulfilled (Table 2).

3.5. COMRIS-predicted clinical scales provide comparable differences
between disease cohorts as identified by measured clinical scales

Because historical cohorts with available biological samples
may not have matched clinical data (especially SNRS and SDMT) it
is important to assess how well COMRIS models can re-construct
these missing clinical data from available MRI scans.

Therefore, we compared discriminatory power of COMRIS-
predicted clinical scores versus measured clinical scores in
Table 2
The degree of correlation between COMRIS scales, age, disease duration and clinical dis

Age Disease durati

COMRIS-CTD-v1 rSpearman 0.3735 0.4424
95% CI 0.2854 to 0.4554 0.3553 to 0.52

COMRIS-PDO-EDSS rSpearman 0.5753 0.6034
95% CI 0.5053–0.6377 0.5334–0.6653

COMRIS-PDO-SNRS rSpearman �0.5582 �0.5982
95% CI �0.6225 to �0.4863 �0.6607 to �

COMRIS-CDO-SDMT rSpearman �0.6148 �0.4925
95% CI �0.6726 to �0.5495 �0.5670 to �
Number of subjects 419 382

Summary of Spearman correlation coefficients (r) for age, disease duration and three cl
scale, SNRS¼Scripps neurological rating scale, SDMT¼symbol digit modalities test, COM
PDO-EDSS¼combinatorial MRI scale – physical disability optimized by EDSS, COMRIS-PD
CDO-SDMT¼combinatorial MRI scale – cognitive disability optimized by SDMT.
detecting significant differences between diagnostic subgroups.
We observed that COMRIS-predicted EDSS, SNRS and SDMT dif-
ferentiated diagnostic groups with equivalent power as pro-
spectively-acquired clinical scales (Fig. 3A; analogous results were
observed for discovery and validations cohorts, so only combined
analysis is presented).

In a search for the parameters that may identify or forecast
development of progressive MS, we observed an intriguing di-
chotomy between COMRIS-predicted and clinically-measured
physical disability: the difference between COMRIS-projected and
measured EDSS and SNRS scores were consistently higher in RRMS
in comparison to progressive MS subjects (Fig. 3B). In other words,
RRMS patients had generally lower disability in comparison to the
amount of visible CNS tissue destruction on MRI, whereas pro-
gressive MS subjects had consistently higher disability in com-
parison to visible CNS tissue damage, suggesting that lack of
compensatory (functional) recovery is the decisive factor that
determines onset of progressive MS.
4. Discussion

Technological advances in biomedical research, such as geno-
typing and RNA sequencing, proteomics, lipidomics and metabo-
lomics allow measurements of multimodality data in large patient
cohorts. This produces “catalogue” of the elements that constitute
a complex system, such as human body affected by MS (Bielekova
et al., 2014). However, to reach predictive understanding of the
system, systems biology needs to evolve from cataloguing system’s
parts to understanding relationships between them, as these are
more important determinants of the system’s behavior (Mesarovic
et al., 2004). In concrete terms, this means understanding how
genotypes interact with environmental factors to mediate devel-
opment of phenotypes or which molecular or cellular mechanisms
contribute to the destruction of target organ. These questions
cannot be answered using traditional reductionists research
methods and instead require application of systems biology ap-
proaches to large datasets assembled through international
consortia.

The presented study originated from the need to develop a
universal measure of CNS tissue destruction that can integrate
diverse historical cohorts with banked biological samples for these
new types of translational studies. While MRI of the CNS tissue
seemed to be the logical vehicle for this purpose, use of different
scanners and sequences represented a formidable challenge. Based
ability.

on EDSS SNRS SDMT

0.6042 �0.6217 �0.5356
18 0.5375–0.6633 �0.6787 to �0.5572 �0.6076 to �0.4549

0.7388 �0.7534 �0.4980
0.6904–0.7805 �0.7931 to �0.703 �0.5742 to �0.4132

�0.7366 0.7537 0.5056
0.5275 �0.7787 to �0.6880 0.7076–0.7933 0.4217–0.5810

�0.6206 0.6530 0.6022
0.4101 �0.6777 to �0.5560 0.5925–0.7061 0.5295–0.6661

419 419 358

inical scales (EDSS, SNRS, SDMT). Abbreviations: EDSS¼expanded disability status
RIS-CTD-v1¼combinatorial MRI scale of CNS tissue destruction version 1, COMRIS-
O-SNRS¼combinatorial MRI scale – physical disability optimized by SNRS, COMRIS-
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Fig. 3. COMRIS provides novel insight about diagnostic subgroups of neurological diseases. (A) Evaluation of clinical scores and COMRIS-predicted clinical scores (EDSS,
SNRS, and SDMT) between diagnostic subgroups. Gray brackets highlight statistically significant differences between seven diagnostic subcategories with adjusted po0.001.
The data (gray circles) are depicted with means (red bars). (B) Correlation between clinically-measured and COMRIS-predicted disability scores (EDSS and SNRS) identifies a
group of subjects characterized by lower clinical disability than predicted by the amount of CNS tissue destruction observed on MRI (“good CNS repair”) and a group of
subjects with higher clinically measured disability than predicted by MRI (“poor CNS repair”) for both EDSS and SNRS. The black dashed lines identify subjects (grey circles)
with “normal CNS repair” with predicted disability within 10% of clinically measured disability. Subjects with good and poor CNS repair are color-coded based on their
diagnosis (blue – HD, magenta – PPMS, green – RRMS, red – SPMS), the pie-charts show distribution of diagnoses for subjects with poor or good CNS repair for both EDSS and
SNRS. Abbreviations: HD¼healthy donors, NIND¼non-inflammatory neurological disorders, OIND¼other inflammatory neurological disorder, CIS/RIS¼clinically-/radi-
ologically isolated syndrome, RRMS¼relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis, PPMS¼primary progressive multiple sclerosis, SPMS¼secondary progressive multiple sclerosis,
EDSS¼expanded disability status scale, SNRS¼Scripps neurological rating scale, SDMT¼symbol digit modalities test, COMRIS-PDO-EDSS¼combinatorial MRI scale –

physical disability optimized by EDSS, COMRIS-PDO-SNRS¼ combinatorial MRI scale – physical disability optimized by SNRS, COMRIS-CDO-SDMT¼combinatorial MRI scale
– cognitive disability optimized by SDMT.



on our experience with MRI analyses in natural history cohorts
(Bielekova et al., 2005; Markovic-Plese et al., 2003) and in clinical
trials of MS (Bielekova et al., 2009; Borges et al., 2013), we re-
cognized that semi-quantitative MRI measures, such as number of
CELs or T2 lesions, have an excellent signal-to-noise ratio but
limited correlation with clinical outcomes. On the other hand,
qMRI measures suffer from considerable non-biological variability
(Cover et al., 2011) and are affected by hardware (scanner/field
strength, coil), sequence parameters (Neacsu et al., 2008) and
post-processing methods. At least part of qMRI variability is due to
movement, which is inevitable even in the most cooperative
subjects due to the long duration of the MRI in comparison to the
small changes that qMRI metrics can discern. Even when research
groups remove MRIs due to “poor technical quality”, quantitative
changes of censored MRI data are reliable across several years but
not in shorter intervals (Bakshi et al., 2008; Ingle et al., 2003;
Kappos et al., 1999; Khaleeli et al., 2008; Rovaris et al., 2006;
Stevenson et al., 2004).

As an alternative solution that mitigates the aforementioned
problems, we considered development of a combinatorial scale
based on thoughtful combination of several semi-quantitative MRI
measures that are validated through mathematical modeling as
biologically meaningful because they can be assembled into
models that correlate highly with physical and cognitive disability
( Filippi et al., 1995; Mainero et al., 2001; Riahi et al., 1998; Sailer
et al., 2001). We were actually impressed by the strength and high
reproducibility of the developed models and how well the models
selected those anatomical structures that underlie physical versus
cognitive (Kearney et al., 2014; Lazeron et al., 2005; Preziosa et al.,
2014), without any pre-existing knowledge of biology. This vali-
dates the MRI elements selected by mathematical models as bio-
logically meaningful. Our comparison of results between 1.5 T and
3 T cohorts indicates that while higher field strength and en-
hanced sequences increase performance of the COMRIS, results
obtained from older 1.5 T cohorts still remain valid; confirming our
presupposition that semi-quantitative MRI scale will moderate
problems related to unavoidable differences in the collection of
MRI data between diverse cohorts. Finally, while the semi-quan-
titative nature of COMRIS leads to intra- and inter-rater differ-
ences, adherence to the provided rating guide (Fig. 1) assures that
these technical errors are below 10%. The strength of independent
validation (including the precision of regression slopes, Fig. 2B) on
a cohort three times smaller than the modeling cohort, authenti-
cates the robustness of COMRIS models and their MRI “building
blocks”.

COMRIS-CTD-v1 is not a diagnostic scale; on the contrary – as a
scale of CNS tissue destruction, it should be applicable to more
diseases than just MS. While MS MRI studies (Bielekova et al.,
2005; Bieniek et al., 2006; Filippi et al., 1995; Fisher et al., 2000;
Fisniku et al., 2008; Truyen et al., 1996; Zivadinov and Bakshi,
2004) guided selection of semi-quantitative elements, we saw no
reason to apply limitations of thresholds used by MS diagnostic
criteria (Polman et al., 2011; McDonald et al., 2001). Instead, to
promote broad utilization, simplicity became important con-
sideration. For example, quantification of supratentorial T2LL be-
yond ten lesions takes disproportionately more of the rater’s effort
in relation to benefit provided. In patients with supratentorial T2LL
above ten, the magnitude of brain atrophy is a more important
determinant of disability than presence of additional lesions, as
confirmed by modeling.

The main limitation is a priori selection of MRI elements and
their rating steps, leading to a possibility that different MRI mar-
kers or rating steps may provide a better performance. We expect
that current publication will spur further developmental work
from interested research groups, which may test a broader com-
bination of MRI elements and potentially improve the scale,
analogous to the improvements in MS diagnostic criteria (Polman
et al., 2011). Nevertheless, we also believe that current version of
COMRIS represents an excellent starting point for unifying diverse
historical cohorts to aforementioned multicenter translational
studies, based on the outstanding performance of COMRIS models
in estimating clinical disability. Because any neurological scale is
only an approximation of the true disability and most of the brain
tissue is “clinically silent”, the correlation between MRI and clin-
ical scales can never achieve rho¼1. As the correlations between
COMRIS and disability scales are comparable to those previously
reported for qMRI measures, (Fisher et al., 2000; Riahi et al., 1998;
Sailer et al., 2001; Nijeholt et al., 1998) including composite qMRI
scales (Mainero et al., 2001; Bakshi et al., 2014; Moodie et al.,
2012), COMRIS predicts disability exceptionally well.

COMRIS supports the notion that multi-modality MRI imaging
and/or development of composite models (Mainero et al., 2001;
Bakshi et al., 2014; Moodie et al., 2012; Sormani et al., 2014) that
merge imaging parameters reflecting somewhat different biolo-
gical processes explains higher proportion of disability variance
than any single imaging modality. This notion is also evident from
a large meta-analysis of MS clinical trials, when Sormani et al.
demonstrated that including both T2 lesion load and brain atrophy
in mathematical model significantly strengthen correlation be-
tween drug-induced changes on MRI and disability (Sormani et al.,
2014). Therefore, the emerging question is whether application of
analogous systematic modeling used for development of COMRIS
to cohorts with fully quantitative MRI measures will lead to
composite qMRI scale(s) that outperforms COMRIS in the ability to
predict clinical and cognitive disability.

We expect that as a tool that can readily bridge historical pa-
tient cohorts to diverse translational research projects, COMRIS
will facilitate multicenter studies, such as those being formed
under the Progressive MS Alliance. In order to assist such colla-
borations, we provide a downloadable Excel file (Table S2) with
the template of non-redundant MRI elements and macro that
calculates all aspects of the COMRIS, including MRI-predicted
disability scores.
5. Conclusions

Clinical MRI of the brain routinely performed in vast majority of
patients with neurological symptoms represents a unique oppor-
tunity to develop a tool for bridging diverse cohorts of patients in
multicenter projects. Using a disability-guided mathematical
combination of semiquantitative assessments of brain MRI we
developed and validated a universal, reproducible and clinically
relevant scale of CNS tissue destruction that can be applied across
different MRI scanners/coils/sequences. As such this scale is
readily available to facilitate multicenter studies and research
projects comparing historical patient cohorts.
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